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Bench Back One
Designed by Another Country

Materials: 
Solid Oak

Solid Ash

Solid Ash (Black Lacquer)

Colour / Finish:
        Oak | Waxed & Oiled

        Ash | Waxed & Oiled

        Black | Lacquer

Dimensions:
Width: 1400mm, 1600mm, 1800mm, 

2000mm / 55 1/8”, 63”, 70 7/8”, 78 3/4”

Height: 762mm / 30”

Depth: 400mm / 15 3/4”

Seat Height: 440mm / 17 5/16”

Seat Depth: 400mm / 15 3/4” 

The Bench Back One is an exceptionally beautifully designed piece of furniture. As an evolution of 
our popular Bench One it includes the addition of a back rest and a deeper seat, making it extremely 
comfortable. The back rest displays the craft-inspired peg detail that characterises Series One whilst the 
turned legs are attached using our screw leg system. Use it alone or in combination with Dining Table One.
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Made in Portugal
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Series One

This first collection from Another Country 
was as clear and simple an interpretation 
of our original intention in furniture 
manufacturing as we could manage.

We took familiar forms of craft furniture 
and pared them back to their most 
basic elements, using the most efficient 
workshop techniques and the best quality 
wood.

We are concerned with efficiency, both 
yours and ours. Each piece of furniture 
in Series One is made in a way that limits 
wasted material and time (our leg systems 
are universal), that is easy to transport 
(flat-pack for large pieces) and versatile 
(meaning your furniture gets more than 
one job done).
Our Series One products have become 
something of archetypes themselves. 
They are the collection that we’ve 
become most associated with and that we 
continue to add to and evolve.

We use oak wood in our Series One collection, a very durable material, able to withstand hard wear and 
tear from whatever you put it through. It is a sturdy and hard-wearing hardwood, perfect for furniture. The 
natural grain of the wood is enhanced with a wax polish to protect and complete your Series One furniture.

https://www.anothercountry.com/about/?v=79cba1185463#how
https://www.anothercountry.com/series/one/?v=79cba1185463

